
 
 

 

 

 

   
  

 
 

 

   
 Within this document you will find detailed instructions on how to use the race creation wizard on 

www.RunSignUp.com; a website that hosts online race registrations.  This manual will be useful to you as a 
race director who is interested in setting up a race on RunSignUp, and is intended to make your experience 
with RunSignUp as easy and hassle-free as possible. 
 
If more information is needed on the topics addressed in this manual, or if you have any further 
questions/suggestions, please feel free to contact us at info@runsignup.com 
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This index serves as a navigational tool for “the Race Wizard: Instruction Manual”.  Once you have found the topic you 

are interested in learning more about, click on that topic and you will be brought to the desired section. 

 

Race Directors 

The Wizard: Creating a race 

Basic Info 

Events 

Payment Details 

Registration 

Giveaway 

Race Page 

More Customization 
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RACE CREATION 

RunSignUp’s race creation wizard streamlines the process of 

setting up a new race by highlighting the specifics necessary 

to getting your registration underway.  This allows you to customize your race more thoroughly at your own pace, and 

doesn’t waste your time with features that don’t pertain to your race. 

 

To begin creating a race, go to “My Races”, and hit the button marked “Create a New Race”. 

 

CREATING A NEW RACE 

The first step in creating a new race is setting up the “Basic Info”.  After you have completed this portion of the race 

wizard, then you will be able to move from step to step at random, saving changes as you go. 

 

 
 

BASIC INFO 

Once you click on the “Create a New Race” button, the wizard will open up to 

you in the “Basic Info” section.  Here you will be asked to fill out the race 

details.  You can start by entering in the name of your race, followed by a 

description of that race. 

 

Race URL 

Race URLs on RunSignUp will be generated as follows: 

 

 “http://runsignup.com/Race/State/City/YourRaceName” 

 

Unless otherwise edited, the “YourRaceName” portion of the race 

URL will be defaulted to read the same as the previously entered 

“Race Name” (without the spaces).  However, this portion of the 

URL can be changed to read whatever you would like, provided that it does not match an existing race. 

 

IMPORTANT: This URL cannot be changed after completing this step.  Avoid using years and other such specifications in 

your race name because the URL will remain unchanged throughout all renewals of your race (ex: You don’t want your 

URL to read 2013 for a race in 2014).  Also, make sure that all of your spelling is correct. 
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Race Location 

In the “Race Location” section, specify the location where the race will be taking place.  Note: This is not necessarily a 

contact mailing address.  The mailing address RunSignUp will use for sending your race payments will be set in the 

“Payment Details” step. 

 

 
 

IMPORTANT: Make sure to check spelling, because the city name will be used in the race’s permanent URL. 

 

Race Contact 

In the “Race Contact” section, provide an email address that can be used for runners in need of contacting your race. 

 

Events 

Event creation begins in the “Basic Info” section, under the 

heading for “Events”.  Start off by entering in the “Event 

Name”.  Then, let RunSignUp know what “Type” of event you 

are creating so that runners can easily find it using our search 

options.  Finally, indicate the start date and time of this 

particular event. 

 

You can create as many events as you need for your race by 

using the button labeled “Add Event”, and if you would like to 

delete an event from your race, this can be done by clicking the 

“X” next to that event.  Note: Empty event fields must be 

deleted before saving. 

 

To arrange the events in the order that you would like them to be listed on your race page, use the up and down 

arrows next to each event. 

 

Timer Information 

If you would like to allow your timer to have access to your race, so that they can manage participants and upload 

results, then fill out the “Timer Name”, the “Timer Contact Person”, and the “Timer Contact Email” in the spaces 

provided, and the timer will be notified by email about how to access the account. 
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Contract 

In the final portion of the “Basic Info” step, scroll through and read the contract provided, and if you agree to its 

terms, signify this by marking off the check box. 

 

 
 

Saving 

Once you have completed entering in the minimum information needed for creating a race page, you can either 

choose to publish the race immediately, or save it as a draft to be published later. 

 

To publish the race immediately and continue working on 

it, click on the “Create Race & Continue” button.  To save 

the race and not publish it for the public at the moment, 

check off the box for “Save as Draft”, and then click on the “Create Race & Continue” button. 

 

IMPORTANT: Although you can publish a race immediately, registration will not be enabled for the race until after 

certain elements in the “Events”, “Payment Details”, and “Registration” sections of the race wizard are completed. 

 

After publishing/saving the race, all of other steps of the race wizard will be accessible for you to update and edit in 

the order that you choose.  Note: “Payment Details” will need to be specified before setting up “Registration”. 

 

 
 

EVENTS 

The “Events” section will allow you to go into further detail about the events you created in the “Basic Info” section.  

These settings can be modified across several events at the same time if necessary, or by individual event. 

 

Edit Multiple Events 

To change the settings across multiple events simultaneously, 

you can click on “Modify Settings Across Multiple Events”, and 

the “Edit Multiple Events” window will pop-up for you.  Within 

this window, you can use the check boxes to select only the 

events that you want to apply similar settings to, or you can hit the “Select All” button to check off all events. 
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By default, all of the fields are disabled, and they will appear as slightly faded.  When you click on a field, you will 

notice that it no longer remains faded.  Therefore, that field is enabled, and any change made to that field will apply to 

all events selected above.  If you decide that you do not want to change a field anymore, then simply hit the "ESC" key 

while on that field, and it will become faded out once more. 

 

 
 

Note: Faded fields will not be altered across all events.  Any information existing in those fields, unique or identical, will 

remain unchanged. 

 

In this pop-up window, the fields can be edited in the same manner as they would be for individual events.  When you 

are finished editing the necessary fields, click on the button for “Copy to Events”. 

 

Edit Individual Events 

Individual events can be edited underneath their specific event bar.  Events can be found 

manually by scrolling through the page, or you can use the “Select an Event” guide in the 

lower right-hand corner.  By clicking on an event in the “Select an Event” guide, you will be 

brought directly to that event’s editable details. 

 

Start and End Date/Time 

The start date and time for each event will have already been filled in with the information 

from the “Basic Info” section of the race wizard, however, you will be able to edit this 

information in the “Events” section if needed, and the changes will be reflected in the “Basic 
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Info” section (and vice versa). 

 

You are also given the option to set an end date and time, in order to designate when an event 

will come to a close.  Note: This is often used for virtual races and other such events without a 

formal commencement. 

 

Distance Specification 

In the first text field of the “Distance” section, specify the numerical distance 

of your race.  Then, using the drop-down menu, indicate whether this is in 

“Miles”, “Kilometers”, “Yards”, or “Meters”. 

 

Volunteer Events 

If an event you are creating is a “Volunteer Event”, and you would like to make it free 

to register for, then check off the box to indicate it as such. 

 

Additional Event Information 

The “Additional Event Information” text box can be used to provide a 

description of the event and/or give any details specific to that event. 

 

Saving 

When you are finished making changes to the “Events” section, be sure to scroll 

down to the bottom of the page and click “Save & Continue”. 

 

 
 

PAYMENT DETAILS 

The required portions of the “Payment Details” section deal with where payments to the race should be made and 

how processing fees should be handled in race related transactions. 

 

Payment Information 

In the “Payment Information” section, enter in the information pertaining to 

where RunSignUp should send the checks due to your race.  If this is the same 

address that you entered in during the “Basic Info” step, then you can simply 

click on the button for “Same as Race Address” and it will fill out the fields for 

you.  Note: If you use the “Same as Race Address” button, do not forget to 

enter a name into the “Pay to Order of” field. 

 

In the “Payment Information” section, you will also be given the option to fill 

out the field for “Name on Mailing Address”.  This can be used if the “Pay to 

Order of” box is not a name that the postal service will recognize. 
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Donations 

If you do not yet have donations set up for your race, then you will find a brief section for enabling donations.  You can 

enable donations by checking off the box labeled “Allow people to make donations to you race”. 

 

 
 

Note: The donations option will not appear in the wizard after donations are set up, and all editing of donations must 

be done under the “Donations” tab of the race dashboard. 

 

Processing Fees 

Using the radio buttons, select the manner in which the processing fees will be handled for registration, store 

purchases, and donations.  Processing fees can either be paid in full by the participant, paid in full by the race, or half 

paid by participant and half paid by the race. 

 

 
 

Note: If you have all or a portion of the processing fee being paid by the race, then the processing fee will be taken out 

of the event fee.  For instance a $20.00 race would allot the race $20.00 minus the processing fee. 

 

Tax ID 

The “Tax ID” field is only required for certain races.  Your “Tax ID” 

is the nine-digit number used as a tracking number by the IRS for 

tax purposes.  For an individual this would be your Social Security 

Number.  A business or non-profit organization would provide 

their Federal Employer ID (EIN) or 501C3 Number. 

 

Internal Revenue Code Section 6050W requires that we report 

certain payments to Customers based on a combination of Gross 

Payments and Volume.  Currently the law requires we report once 
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transactions exceed $20,000.00 (provided that there are at least 200 transactions). You are not required to provide 

this information if you do not expect to exceed these limits. 

 

For your security, your Tax ID is encrypted using AES encryption. 

 

Saving 

When you are finished making changes to the “Payment Details” section, be sure 

to scroll down to the bottom of the page and click “Save & Continue”. 

 

 
 

REGISTRATION 

In the “Registration” section, you will be able to customize the registration information for the events you created in 

the “Basic Info” step.  Note: You will need to complete the required fields of the “Payment Information” section in order 

to begin the “Registration” section. 

 

The “Registration” settings can be modified across several events at the same time if necessary, or by individual event. 

 

Edit Multiple Events 

To change registration settings across multiple events 

simultaneously, you can click on “Modify Settings Across Multiple 

Events”, and the “Edit Multiple Events” window will pop-up for 

you.  Within this window, you can use the check boxes to select 

only the events that you want to apply similar settings to, or you can hit the “Select All” button to check off all events. 

 

By default, all of the fields are disabled, and they will appear as slightly faded.  When you click on a field, you will 

notice that it no longer remains faded.  Therefore, that field is enabled, and any change made to that field will apply to 

all events selected above.  If you decide that you do not want to change a field anymore, then simply hit the "ESC" key 

while on that field, and it will become faded out once more. 

 

Note: Faded fields will not be altered across all events.  Any information existing in those fields, unique or identical, will 

remain unchanged. 

 

In this pop-up window, the fields can be edited in the same manner as they would be for individual events.  When you 

are finished editing the necessary fields, click on the button for “Copy to Events”. 

 

Edit Individual Events 

Individual events can be edited underneath their specific event bar.  Events can be found 

manually by scrolling through the page, or you can use the “Select an Event” guide in the 

lower right-hand corner.  By clicking on an event in the “Select an Event” guide, you will be 
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brought directly to that event’s editable details. 

 

Registration Periods 

In order for users to register for an event, the event needs to have at least one registration period.  To set up a 

registration period, begin by entering in the date and time when the first registration period will open.  Next, enter in 

the date and time when the first registration period will close.  Then, fill out the field for “Event Fee” to indicate what 

the event pricing is for that particular registration period. 

 

 
 

Note: “Age Based Pricing” and “Group Based Pricing” can be set up after completing the wizard.  If age or group based 

pricing is set up for an event, then a notice of these pricing units will be written in that event’s section (ex: “This event 

also has age based pricing and group based pricing set up”). 

 

 

You can add as many registration periods as you would like by clicking 

“Add Registration Period”, and if you need to remove a registration 

period, then simply click on the “X” next to the corresponding 

“Registration Period”. 

 

IMPORTANT: Registration periods cannot overlap other registration periods. 

 

 

Paper Entry Form 

In the “Registration Options” section, you can click on “Choose 

File” to import a “Paper Registration Form”.  This will allow 

runners to register for the race offline if you would like to offer 

that alternative. 

 

 

Disable Registration 

In the “Registration Options” section, you can disable registration by checking off the 

box for “Do not allow registrations”.  Note: This check box will override all registration 

windows. 

 

Setting Limitations 

In the “Registration Options” section, limitations can be set for registrations. 
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The maximum number of participants can be set in the field provided.  

However, if you would like to allow any number of registrants, then you can 

leave that field blank. 

 

By setting a specific age through another specific age, restrictions can be set 

on the age that a registrant must be in order to participate.  Note: Age 

restrictions are based on race day age. 

 

Lastly, restrictions can be placed on the gender of that event’s participants. 

 

Setting Required Information 

In the “Registration Options” section, you can use the check 

boxes to select which fields are required to be filled out by 

race participants.  These include “Gender”, “Date of Birth”, 

“Address”, “City”, “State”, “Country”, “Zip Code”, and 

“Phone”. 

 

Note: If you have age or gender restrictions set for your race, then their respective check boxes will remain checked off. 

 

Race Waiver 

The final section of the “Registration” section allows you to read and edit the race waiver to suit your race’s needs. 

 

Saving 

When you are finished making changes to the “Registration” section, be sure to 

scroll down to the bottom of the page and click “Save & Continue”.  

 

 
 

GIVEAWAY 

For several races, runners will receive a free giveaway as a perk for registering into an event.  If you would like to set 

up a giveaway, free or otherwise, then the “Giveaway” section will allow you to do so for each of the events you 

created in the “Basic Info” step.  The “Giveaway” settings can be modified across several events at the same time, or 

by individual event. 

 

Edit Multiple Events 

To change giveaway settings across multiple events 

simultaneously, you can click on “Modify Settings Across Multiple 

Events”, and the “Edit Multiple Events” window will pop-up for 

you.  Within this window, you can use the check boxes to select 

only the events that you want to apply similar settings to, or you can hit the “Select All” button to check off all events. 
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By default, all of the fields are disabled, and they will appear as slightly faded.  When you click on a field, you will 

notice that it no longer remains faded.  Therefore, that field is enabled, and any change made to that field will apply to 

all events selected above.  If you decide that you do not want to change a field anymore, then simply hit the "ESC" key 

while on that field, and it will become faded out once more. 

 

Note: Faded fields will not be altered across all events.  Any information existing in those fields, unique or identical, will 

remain unchanged. 

 

In this pop-up window, the fields can be edited in the same manner as they would be for individual events.  When you 

are finished editing the necessary fields, click on the button for “Copy to Events”. 

 

Edit Individual Events 

Individual events can be edited underneath their specific event bar.  Events can be found 

manually by scrolling through the page, or you can use the “Select an Event” guide in the 

lower right-hand corner.  By clicking on an event in the “Select an Event” guide, you will be 

brought directly to that event’s editable details. 

 

Enabling Giveaways 

For each event, you will be asked the question “Do registrants get a free give-away (e.g. shirt)?”  If you click “Yes”, 

then you can move on to customizing the giveaway settings. 

 

 
 

Setting the Giveaway 

First, type in what the “Giveaway” item is, for instance, a “T-Shirt”. 

 

Then, use the “Options” section for inputting sizes, or, in the case an item that does not vary in size (ex: water bottle), 

use the “Options” section for another variable such as “color”, “logo”, etcetera. 

Note: If your giveaway item is something that does not have multiple options (ex: “Commemorative Race Glass”), you 

will still need to enter in the item as the only option.  This way, RunSignUp will know whether or not the giveaway has 

an additional price. 
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Additional Price 

If you wish to charge an “Additional Price” for certain giveaway options, you can do so in the spaces provided. 

 

Option Maintenance 

The order of the options can be easily edited by using the up and down arrows.  Options can be added by clicking “Add 

Option”, or deleted by clicking “Remove Option”. 

 

Saving 

When you are finished making changes to the “Giveaway” section, be sure to scroll down to the bottom of the page 

and click “Save & Continue”. 

 

Note: You can always return to this step of the race wizard to edit and/or update the giveaway information for each 

event.  You can also go to the “Customize” tab of the race dashboard, and edit/update the information under the 

“Giveaway” sub-heading.  In either case, changes made in one section will be reflected in the other. 

 

 
 

RACE PAGE 

The “Race Page” section of the race wizard will allow you to edit your race page as it is seen on RunSignUp. 

 

Race Logo Upload 

You can add your race logo to your race page by clicking on “Choose File”, 

and selecting the correct image.  If you need to remove the image 

entirely, then click on the link for “Clear”, and the file will no longer be uploaded as your race logo. 

 

 

Note: If you are re-entering the race wizard, and would like to remove the logo altogether, 

then simply check off the box for “Remove Logo”, and click “Save & Continue”.  If you just need 

to change the logo, then all you need to do is upload the new image and the old file will be 

overwritten when you click “Save & Continue”. 

 

 

Custom Sections 

You can create as many custom sections for your race page as you would like by clicking on the “Add Section” button.  

Enter in the heading you would like to use for that section, and if you would like that 

heading to link to another page, then include the URL in the “Optional URL” field.  

Finally, add the content for that section in the box provided. 

 

To remove a custom section from your race page, click on the button for “Remove Section”. 
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Note: After being set up in the wizard, custom sections and all other sections of the race page can be re-ordered by 

going to the “Customize” tab of the race dashboard, opening up the “Race Page” section, and clicking “Race Page 

Ordering”. 

 

Saving 

When you are finished making changes to the “Race Page” section, be sure to 

scroll down to the bottom of the page and click “Save & Continue”. 

 

 
 

MORE CUSTOMIZATION 

While the race wizard walks users through only the essentials of race creation on RunSignUp, race customization 

doesn’t need to stop there.  Within the “More Customization” section, you will be given instructions on how to enter 

the race dashboard.  The race dashboard can be used to create a race store, set up a waiting list, manage participants, 

and much more. 

 

Also on the “More Customization” step, you will be provided with the link to set up donations, race page sharing 

information (race URL, registration widget, buttons, QR code), as well as an optional field for you to tell us “How did 

you find out about RunSignUp?” 

 

Note: More race page sharing information, such as customizable race widgets, are available through the race 

dashboard. 

 

RE-ENTERING THE RACE WIZARD 

The race wizard can always be reentered through the “Race Info” tab of the race dashboard. 

 

 
 


